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Context

Intershop met with Joe Cicman, Senior Analyst at Forrester,
to ask him about the future-proof B2B strategy and digital
platforms.
The market and technology move at lightning speed, forming
new user behaviors and expectations. The last thing any
businesses want is to get stuck on a platform that couldn’t
scale while the investment is still being depreciated in the
book.
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T HE E X PE R T

Joe Cicman
Senior Analyst, Forrester

Joe helps eBusiness professionals
assess, improve, and optimize B2B
and B2B2C eCommerce technologies

A modern B2B strategy often includes investment in
technology or flexible digital tools, where features can be
updated as the business’s digital maturity grows over time.

and strategies. As part of the digital
transformation team, Joe provides
a proven practitioner’s lens for
organizations to understand how
to deploy the economics of digital
commerce that unleash best-in-class

This report will share Joe’s recommendation on digital
platforms and selling online, which will help you create a
future-proof, customer-centric B2B strategy.

outcomes. His research also supports
technical teams by covering the tools
and software suites for driving online
channels, digitally enabled selling, and
new direct-to-consumer (DTC) initiatives.
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Understanding
Digital Landscape Today

To build a platform means having your internal team
develop a bespoke solution for your business from
the ground up. To buy a platform means the business
purchases the license to use the software with features
developed by a software company.
Read more
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Why Pure Buy and
Pure Build Don’t Exist

When it comes to planning for the future, Joe

When we look at Digital Business maturity rates

But what else did they do?

argues, “forget about build versus buy; your choice

since COVID, we find some very clear patterns.

Turns out that 60% of those advanced firms
increased their investment in digital transformation

is customize or compose. You need to reframe
build-versus-buy choices for the digital era. I’ll set

It turns out that businesses at an advanced stage

some context before explaining why that’s the case.

of Digital Business Maturity are more likely to grow

by 5% or more.

revenue year-over-year. Our data shows that just

So, again – during the first year of the pandemic –

shy of one-fifth of North American companies are

firms that were already advanced increased their

at an advanced stage of digital maturity. And of

investment in transformation.

those, 53% grew revenues 10% or higher during the
first year of the pandemic.
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So, what were they doing with that
investment?
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Turns out – Pure Buy doesn’t exist….and Pure
Build also doesn’t exist.

Well – they were investing in themselves – to
improve their IT capabilities they need for agility

Traditional build-vs.-buy thinking underestimates

and innovation. Point number 2 was to get better at

the complexity and cost of packaged solutions

operations.

as well as the value of platforms and their
ecosystems. And it overestimates the cost and

That’s in stark contrast to the beginners that

complexity of modern custom development as well

focused on Reducing Costs.

as the similarities between firms in a truly adaptive
digital environment.

And did they do this by building their own data
centers and expanding their legacy deployments?
No!
They used the cloud and built platforms. SaaS,
Infrastructure as a service, and Digital Experience
Platforms are specifically the technologies
advanced firms invested in to drive their
transformations.
Now let’s look a little closer into how you need
to think differently when working with modern
technology. In the cloud, the traditional algebra of
buy vs. build doesn’t work. And that’s because of
how modern software is written.

“In the
digital era,
software is an
expression of
business.”
Joe Cicman, Senior Analyst at Forrester
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Understanding
Customize and Compose

These two approaches are, in essence, more
advanced alternatives to the buy approach. Here is

APPROACH

CUSTOMIZ ABILIT Y

CO M P L E X I T Y

Buy

low

low

Customize

low-medium

low-medium

Compose

medium-high

medium-high

Build

high

high

where every approach stands in the lineup.
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The Customize Approach
Here’s what Joe says,
“To meet the imperatives of digital, vendors of
packaged applications are making products that
are easier to customize, integrate, access, and
upgrade. They’re wrestling with modularity in part
to enhance their own speed of delivery, in part to
respond to cost pressures, and in part to allow
easier, more sustainable customization.

Modern SaaS is itself becoming more composed

Vendor ecosystems offer integrity and choice.

Vendors embrace modularity to improve
financial flexibility.

— and recomposable.
SaaS solutions increasingly provide low-code tooling

Even the largest software vendors recognize the

Vendors are architecting and/or packaging solutions

that eases customization. SaaS packages also offer

need for an ecosystem of partners to meet client

to create alternatives to all-or-nothing propositions

usage-based pricing and modular microservices-

requirements in microvertical markets. Their

requiring large upfront financial commitments.

based architectures — long-standing desires of

clients benefit from the ecosystem delivering rapid

Modular software holds the promise that

tech leaders. Modern SaaS solutions are far more

innovation and choice, while the anchor vendor

customers won’t have to pay for more functionality

open via APIs, messaging, and serverless functions

manages process and data integrity between

than they need.”

than prior generations of solutions.

applications.
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The Composable Approach
A composable approach allows businesses to select
and assemble different solutions to create the ideal
commerce platform.
Joe further explains, “ Innovations in technologies
and practices have made building custom
solutions easier and less risky for all stripes of
developers than they were even five years ago.
The combination of technologies and practices
produces the greatest advances.

Cloud services can now handle the majority of application needs.

Low-code development slashes time and risk and increases the
developer pool.

Traditionally, development has meant from-scratch projects requiring

Low-code development platforms make development easier through

millions of lines of code. Today, techies stitch together many modern

modeling and other visual tools. Tech leaders using these platforms

custom apps from open source components, cloud services, SaaS APIs,

also reuse open source components and frameworks as well as vendor-

and common language frameworks — and these options have matured

provided app templates and accelerators. Most low-code projects

dramatically. Public cloud platforms provide hundreds of prebuilt

integrate data and functions across many applications.”

services, with more added constantly — no need to learn a solution
vendor’s proprietary tech.
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3 DOs for a
Digital Platform
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Joe’s recommendation for businesses that are searching
for a digital platform.
Read more

3 DOs for a Digital Platform
Rethinking the Role of Sales

2 DON’Ts for Selling Online
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3 DOs for a
Digital Platform

First, buy only modern apps
and suites that are easily
adaptable — otherwise,
compose.

with these characteristics (at a price you are
willing to pay), then compose a solution instead.

Find more devs.

Assume that any purchased SaaS solution of

The digital era’s absolute truth is that: Firms need to

significance will need to change easily and in

do more software development to succeed.

an ongoing way — this means high modularity,
microservices architecture, and/or an underlying

Modern development includes customizing

low-code platform. Also favor platforms with

packages, weaving together multiple software

ecosystems for services and point solutions

solutions, and of course developing new apps.

that can easily integrate. If you can’t find an app
or suite that is highly suitable to your needs
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Tech Delivery
Strategies
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Hire pro developers
to work with modern
coding environments,
low-code platforms,
or both.
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Use low-code and headless
models to kick-start a digital
continuous improvement
culture.
Centralized technology groups cannot possibly
do all this work; other teams will need to pitch in.
Software must — and will — become everyone’s
business. Both tech teams and business teams
need to take ownership of the entire software
lifecycle, including planned innovation and ongoing
adaptation. Firms using low-code platforms tend to

Engage consultants if
hiring developers
is impossible.

naturally learn and apply these practices, thanks to
the speed, adaptability, and approachable learning
curve that low-code offers.
The goals are to learn:

Equip and support
business experts to
create applications
through democratized
technology.

• How to think in terms of products, not just
projects.
• How to express the DNA of business through
software.
• How to manage the entire lifecycle and costs of
development work.
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Rethinking
the Role of Sales
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“If you’re a great salesperson, less time on the road will
only give you more time to take care of your customers.”
Let me break it down...
Read more
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Rethinking
the Role of Sales

A quote from a VP of integrated global marketing

Every time customers are exposed to an improved

campaigns at a technology company frames the

digital experience, their expectations of all digital

situation brilliantly: “The best enterprise marketing

experiences are reset to a new, higher level.

today is embracing digital at scale to do what great
salespeople have always done — personalize their

Your customers want you to engage digitally.

engagement and offer a great experience”.
The only reason you travelled was because at that time
The travel restrictions brought on by COVID forced

they wanted to see you face-to-face. When you engage

millions of people into digital channels and reset

them digitally, you’re still doing what you’ve always

their expectations of doing business digitally.

done: engage them the way that matters to them.
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For years now, Forrester has been writing about
how B2B buyers are behaving more and more like
consumers every day.
Some of these are generational preferences of the
Millennials. 73% of Millennials in the workforce are
involved in purchasing decisions.
But it’s not limited to Millennials.
The Boomer CFO is now designing and ordering her
new convertible online — without ever visiting the
dealer’s showroom.
Any way you slice it – you are increasingly selling to
buyers with consumer-grade digital preferences…
and they’re levying those expectations on you.”
These are two things that all businesses should
avoid when selling online according to Joe.
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2 DON’Ts
for Selling Online
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Joe’s recommendation for a harmonious ecosystem for
e-commerce platform and sales.
Read more

3 DOs for a Digital Platform
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2 DON’Ts for Selling Online
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2 DONTs for
Selling Online

Do not dictate how or
when your customers should

get in touch

Why? Because many products aren’t a fit for purely
digital selling. Buyers have complicated pains that
require complex solutions – and review from committees.

Your customers still need you to be there
‘in-person’ (so to speak). They still have complex

That study also indicated that another 42% of total

problems, and they need experts to help them

B2B sales go through a combination of rep-assisted

identify the right solution. Every two years Forrester

e-commerce and self-service e-commerce. In fact,

conducts a study on B2B Buying - and the

more than 30% of B2B technology buyers already

pre-pandemic results indicated that 42% of total B2B

make their initial purchases through a digital channel.

sales go through a vendor sales rep.

We need more great salespeople who are skilled at
both in-person (Zoom or on-site) as well as digital
selling. And by “we” I mean “your customers.”
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Do not have a rigid customer

support process

Be ready to support different sales models,
combining offline expertise with digital self-services.
Three key scenarios that all companies should be
prepared to implement
•

End-to-end Self-service Buying

B2B buyers behave more like B2C consumers
as the millennial workforce grows and prefers
the convenience of doing presale research
independently. If the product is not complex and
the buyer’s purchasing process is simple, buyers
tend to complete the purchase online, requiring
no assistance from the seller.
•

Partially-assisted Buying

This is a hybrid model where buyers may start
offline with sales or customer service rep to gather
information but make the purchase online. Or the
other way around, where buyers start gathering
information online and purchase from a sales rep.
•

Full-service (with sales rep) Buying

Customers go through the entire sales cycle
with a sales rep with e-commerce used as a tool to
facilitate the process from start to finish.
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Let’s Round
That Up

The business landscape is changing, and

starting from a platform that can be customized

Businesses should provide customers with remote

technology like digital commerce is swiftly becoming

or composed. Each one provides the business

digital options and a way for them to get in touch with

part of business-as-usual operations. This change

with the flexibility to adapt or change with less

you when they need help with more complex issues.

forms new customer behaviors and expectations.

complexity. The Intershop Commerce Management

Instead of reducing operating expenses, businesses

platform has the capabilities for both approaches.

that invested in growth - specifically on digital
transformation and improving processes - have

The role of sales has also changed. B2B customers

seen an increase in their year-on-year revenue.

expect to do business digitally, but that doesn’t
mean they no longer need help from a salesperson.

When it comes to digital platforms, businesses

Enabled digital selling means your sales rep

choose from buy, customize, compose, or build.

can spend less time on the road and more on

Depending on your digital maturity, we recommend

supporting customers with their needs.
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If you would like to read more about the subject

This E-book is the result of our own expertise and

of this whitepaper, we advise you to watch the

several surveys we conducted or contributed to.

webinars mentioned below and read the blogs and

You can read the full reports below by clicking on

whitepapers that we refer to. Please click on the

the links.

links and expand your knowledge!
• Forget About Build Versus Buy; Your Choice Is
Intershop Commerce Platform
• Why Intershop
• Intershop Commerce Platform
• Headless Technology
• Intershop APIs
Digital Platform
• Take the digital maturity test
• How to select a future-proof B2B
e-commerce platform
• Launch your platform in 100 days with
the MVP approach
• Replatforming Legacy E-commerce
Systems: A Technical View
• Replatforming in B2B commerce:
Success factors and best practices
• Forrester Wave™ - B2B Commerce
Suites, Q2 2020

Customize Or Compose
• Future-Proof Your B2B Commerce Strategy To
Meet Customers Where They Buy
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ABOUT INTERSHOP

Always nearby
Intershop is the engine that drives digital
commerce. Our powerful B2B e-commerce platform enables the world’s leading manufacturers
and wholesalers to transform their business and
increase revenue in a digital-first world.
Our cloud-based solutions give you an essential
foundation for digital success, plus the flexibility
to deliver unique experiences and quickly react to
changing needs. With a global presence and extensive partner network, we support your success
every step of the way – creating opportunities to
scale, innovate, and gain a competitive edge.
Intershop is built to boost your business. Discover
what we can do at www.intershop.com.
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